Over 150,000 protest for more freedom in China

Associated Press

BEIJING: More than 150,000 students and workers calling for democracy pushed through police lines Thursday and marched cheering and singing through central Beijing in communist China's biggest protest ever.

Workers by the thousands joined the students, giving them pep talks and bread in their strongest act of support to date. Beijing residents escorted the students on bicycles and in high-speed buses from soldiers and police, who had issued harsh warnings against marches.

But the security forces were unmanned, and although they pushed fiercely against advancing students in a vain effort to halt their march, they did not use other force against them.

There was no immediate information on any injuries in the crush.

The march turned instead into a jubilant procession. For more than 15 hours, the students marched through streets and under overpasses jammed with thousands of applauding people. High-rise dwellers leaned from their windows to watch, store clerks stood in their doorways and the patients of one hospital emerged in blue-and-white-striped pajamas.

The march was the biggest and most dramatic action yet by Beijing students in their campaign for sweeping democratic reforms, including a free press and an end to corruption.

In Washington, the State Department called for restraint on the part of Chinese authorities and hoped that demonstrations would remain peaceful.

"The United States believes in and supports the right of peaceful assembly, including peaceful protest and the freedom of expression," department spokeswoman Margaret Tutwelier said.

Even before the march ended, the government announced it was willing to do its job better and respect human rights.

TEACHER COURSE EVALUATIONS

Teacher course evaluations given mixed ratings by profs

By CINDY PETRITES

Staff reporter

Editor's note: This is the second of a two-part series on Teacher Course Evaluations.

Notre Dame professors found written student evaluations "very helpful" but gave mixed ratings to the computerized TCE's, according to a student survey of eight professors from the four different colleges.

While all the professors acknowledged the importance of student input, many were dissatisfied with the TCE forms, and student attitude toward them.

"The problem is that there's not much interest on the part of the students," said Associate Dean of the College of Science, Jeremiah Freeman. "Students don't realize the consequences their actions can have. They can do a lot of damage to a young person's career."

Student apathy was a common complaint among the professors, who acknowledged that many students regard TCE's as just another routine way to get back at teachers they don't like, a chance to get out of class early, or even a joke.

Upon examining some TCE results, one professor found that some students had marked every question in the column, "No improvement is needed," or "Major improvements are needed." Some students rated the professor's work with a "good," or "very good." They also added "I hope the professor can improve.""I hope the professor can improve.

Most students say their complaints are not always a good thing, if even possible. In most philosophy classes, for example, it is the instructor's goal to stimulate students with no 

Religious task force will examine ND spirituality

By KELLEY TUTHILL

University President Father Edward Malloy has appointed a committee of faculty, administrators and the "Task Force of Evangelization, Pastoral Ministry and Social Values."

The committee will be chaired by Father Richard Warner, and it is hoped that the committee will attempt to examine the Catholic ministry on campus and how it affects students, faculty and staff. The committee will look into the effect that the ministry has on non-Catholic members of the community.

University President Father Edward Malloy has appointed a committee of faculty, administrators and the "Task Force of Evangelization, Pastoral Ministry and Social Values."

The committee will be chaired by Father Richard Warner, and it is hoped that the committee will attempt to examine the Catholic ministry on campus and how it affects students, faculty and staff. The committee will look into the effect that the ministry has on non-Catholic members of the community.

Sophomore Lisa Mackett was appointed to work on the task force committee. She said that they (the administration) want to get a feel for how students express their religious values. This summer Mackett plans to do some independent work on the project.

There are so many areas that could be examined, said Mackett, yet she would like to concentrate on the way that students personalize their faith. Information from other Catholic universities will also be researched, said Mackett.

"It's a really diverse committee," said Mackett. She said that it is an honor to be asked to serve as a member on the task force.

Father Gerald Lardner, rector of Grace Hall, was also appointed to the committee. He said that the ministry in the halls is very important at Notre Dame.

When people think of campus ministry, they often think only of the Office of Campus Ministry, said Lardner. He would like to examine the other places where ministry takes place on campus.

The Center for Social Concerns, the Counseling Center and the residence halls are all examples of places where ministy takes place at Notre Dame, said Lardner. His job in the dorm is primarily as a minister, not as an administrator, said Lardner. The terminology used to describe ministry on
WORLD BRIEFS
A new cold fusion experiment has shown "very encouraging" results after five years of work. It was announced by a team of scientists from the University of Utah. The team, led by physicist Uriel Landau, has discovered a process that could lead to the possibility of cold nuclear fusion. The team has been working on this project for over five years and has now achieved a breakthrough.

Gunman shot and killed a leftist congresswoman in Lima as she was trying to help a group of protesters. The congresswoman, who was shot in the head, was a member of the Istiago party. She was killed by a gunman who opened fire during a protest against the government's economic policies.
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Ethics in business focus of FCA talk

By MAURA LONG
News Staff

Jim Early, a 1976 Notre Dame graduate and co-founder of the first Notre Dame chapter of the Fellowship of Christian Athletes, spoke Thursday at a chapter meeting on "Christian Ethics in Business."

According to Early, "there are two human problems that cause unethical behavior: greed and fear." These "unhealthy motives" both involve money, the desire to accumulate it and the fear of not being successful, he said.

Early said most people are subject to unethical behavior when they are concentrating on short-term rewards rather than on the big picture.

"The ethics of Christ are the highest ethics," Early said, for life as seen in the New Testament, Christ lived a perfect human relationship to him. "Jesus Christ himself is the Christian life," said Freeman.

According to Freeman, the question one must ask is "if Christ is the secret, what is my one's self that they do not need the Lord."

Early concluded that "ethics is good business" because the greatest long-term reward is for God to judge you as being successful.

Bill Freeman, editor and writer for "The Christian" monthly magazine, addressed the meeting on "The Secret of the Christian Life."

"The secret is simply that 'Jesus Christ himself is the Christian life,'" said Freeman.

The biggest obstacle to knowing God, said Freeman, is the confidence in one's self that they do not need the Lord.

South Korean protest

A student leader armed with a loudspeaker leads a chorus of students chanting as an effigy of President Roh Tae-Woo is set on fire Thursday at Yonsei University in Seoul. Elsewhere in South Korea, thousands of striking workers clashed with riot police in four cities.

Lecture concludes series on diversification at Saint Mary's

By KRISTENE M. KRUCZEK
Staff Reporter

In the final speech for the 1989 Justice Education Conversation Series at Saint Mary's, Joe Incandela urged that the title "Concluding Reflections" does not imply the work toward diversification is over.

An assistant professor of Religious studies, Incandela explained, "Diversity is not only beneficial but necessary in the formation of young people in the educational mission of Saint Mary's, which was founded on a kind of justice." Incandela urged that diversification was founded on a kind of justice.

"Desire for comfort, incompatibility with Christianity," said Incandela, and the educational mission of the intellectual and moral formation of young people is treating students as members of a community dedicated to justice."
Associated Press

MOSCOW—Pravda on Thursday published seven pages of admissions by Communist Party officials that their failures had led to embarrassing losses in parliamentary elections and damaged the people's faith in their leaders.

The officials, speaking at a meeting of the party's policy-making Central Committee, said the 20 million-member party is in danger of losing its unity and hold on the Soviet people.

"The people feel uncomfortable, alarmed, have lost their optimism," said Moscow Mayor Valery Saikin, who lost in the March 36 elections. "Various generations of people, separate social layers and even regions are quarrelling among themselves."

Associated Press

MOSCOW. The Soviet Union ended its manned space program Thursday when officials said the respite will allow scientists to prepare the station's weight to 100 tons, Tass said.

Since its launch in 1986, Mir has been in space for three months.

In August, cosmonauts will return to Mir for a six-month stint that will include overseeing the addition of a new research module and a service module, officials said. The additions will double the space station's weight to 100 tons, Tass said.

One of the disadvantages the Soviet Union faced in the space program was the cost of the space station. The space station cost up to $160 billion per year to operate.

Associated Press

Pravda publishes confessions of failure by party members

His remarks and those of President Mikhail Gorbachev and 19 other speakers dominated Pravda, the party's official newspaper.

Volkov said people were losing faith in the party, and that as a result, party organizations "have lost their vanguard role." This was a striking admission that the party had failed in one of its primary goals, to lead Soviet society.

Remarks at Central Committee meetings generally are kept secret, and publication of 20 critical speeches delivered Tuesday appeared to be an effort to show the people the leadership is hearing their complaints.

Admissions that perestroika, Gorbachev's 4-year-old restructuring program, has failed to solve many of the country's problems also could serve as ammunition by people fighting for more radical reform.

Gorbachev gained strength to push for more extreme action at Tuesday's meeting, when 74 of the Central Committee's 301 members retired.

Because of age, illness or political disgrace, those who retired had lost the top government or party job which entitled them to membership. The remarks of some of those who retired were published Thursday.

Among them was Geidar Aliev, the 65-year-old former party chief in Azerbaijan and a close associate of former President Leonid Brezhnev.

News reports have accused Aliev of corruption and falsifying records to show he was a war veteran. But Aliev told the Central Committee the accusations were untrue.

Soviet space station empty for first time in over two years

Associated Press

MOSCOW. The Soviet Union ended its manned space program Thursday when three cosmonauts returned to Earth, leaving the Mir space station empty for the first time in more than two years.

A Soyuz TM capsule carrying Alexander Volkov, Sergei Krikalev and Valery Polyakov landed about 90 miles northeast of Dzhezkazgan in Soviet Central Asia, Tass said.

Mir, designed for permanent occupancy, will remain empty until another rocket launch scheduled in August. Officials said the respite will save money at a time when the Soviet Union is struggling with a $100 billion deficit.

Tass called the touchdown of the Soyuz capsule soft, but Volkov, on the evening news program "Vremya," called it "not one of the softest."

"There was a double touchdown. The apparatus landed, then jumped from the ground and we were turned over several times. In general, the blows could be felt. Probably the bruises will remain," Volkov said.

Krikalev suffered the most because he hit a capsule control panel, the TV reporter said.

Volkov said the bruises will remain, "There was a double touch-down. The apparatus landed, then jumped from the ground and we were turned over several times. In general, the blows could be felt. Probably the bruises will remain," Volkov said.

Volkov and Krikalev had been aboard Mir for eight months. A replacement crew was originally due to arrive at the Mir station April 19 to keep the station manned, but Tass said "a delay with the preparation of the new modules forced a revision of the plan." The respite will allow scientists a chance to review scientific data, complete work on two unfinished station modules and give ground controllers vacations, space officials said last week.

In August, cosmonauts will return to Mir for a six-month stint that will include overseeing the addition of a new research module and a service module, officials said. The additions will double the space station's weight to 100 tons, Tass said.

Since its launch in 1986, Mir has been home to four resident crews, including the record-breaking yearlong stay by cosmonauts Vladimir Titov and Musa Manarov, who returned to Earth in December.

* * *
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Shuttle launch will carry Venus probe

Associated Press

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.—Five astronauts tracked a perfect countdown Thursday as technicians prepared the shuttle Atlantis for a midafternoon launch on Friday. The mission will propel NASA's "Magellan" probe to Venus and revive America's deep-space science program.

"After an 11-year gap in the planetary program, we're anxious to get started," said John Gerpheide, Magellan project manager.

Officials described the countdown as the smoothest of four since the Challenger disaster.

The cloud of high winds provided slight concern as NASA looked forward to liftoff in an unusually tight launch window that opens at 2:24 p.m. EDT and lasts just 23 minutes.

Magellan, ready for its 15-month flight to Venus, "is 100 percent healthy and ticking along," said Lennard Fisk, NASA's chief scientist. "We're ready to go fly," said Richard Truly, who heads the shuttle program and is becoming NASA administrator.

Earlier Thursday, three Soviet cosmonauts returned to Earth, leaving the Mir space station unattended for the first time in more than two years. Two of the cosmonauts had been in space for five months, the other for eight.

Atlantis' cargo is the Magellan spacecraft which has a radar system powerful enough to pierce the dense sulfuric acid clouds that cover the planet's surface. The mission costs $550 million, not including the $225 million cost of the four-day shuttle flight.

Spending cutbacks and delays forced by the 1986 Challenger accident prompted NASA to use the roundabout approach to Venus. The trip could have been made in four months under better circumstances.

The first American planetary mission since 1978 was launched by the beginning of a busy year for NASA's planetary program. "In August the Voyager spacecraft will fly by Neptune and in October we'll launch Galileo (from the shuttle) to Jupiter," Gerpheide said.

Consumer spending sluggish in March

WASHINGTON-The government official, who spoke on condition of anonymity, confirmed the toll of 600 dead. A government document said Thursday that at least 200 people were missing.

Wednesday evening's storm, which also unleashed hail and heavy rain, struck hours after President Hassan Muhammad Ershad led nationwide prayers for an end to a drought that has been tormenting Bangladesh.

Survivors said the funnel cloud raged for 10 minutes at dusk Wednesday in the Manikganj area 35 miles northwest of Dhaka, and tore down "everything, including buildings." The twister capsized several fishing boats, raising fears that many of the 200 missing may have been flattened buildings and tossed fishing boats, government officials said Thursday. At least 200 people were missing.

The sluggish spending came even as personal income rose sharply to a seasonally adjusted annual rate of $4.33 trillion after advances of 1.3 percent in February and 1.7 percent in January.

Personal spending, meanwhile, edged up to a seasonally adjusted annual rate of $4.32 trillion after gains of 0.5 percent in February and 0.7 percent in January.
SATs biased against girls, says researcher

Associated Press

WASHINGTON- Girls are losing scholarships, self-esteem and access to good colleges due to biased test questions that could easily be changed or omitted, a researcher said Thursday in releasing a study of the Scholastic Aptitude Test.

Phyllis Rosser said she studied the answers turned in by 1.5 million students annually, 52 percent of whom are girls. She said her study is the first to identify specific questions that create a gender gap.

For the verbal section, she said an example of a male-biased question would be "Dividends are to stockholders..." with the answer being "as attack is to retaliators." A question favoring females would be "Love is to males..." with the answer being "as attack is to retaliate."
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Gorbachev: food shortages worse

Associated Press

Moscow- Complaining of a slowness to embrace his reforms, Mikhail Gorbachev declared that food and housing shortages are worsening because economic mismanagement remains rampant.

The Soviet president's unusually tough analysis came in his closing address to the Communist Party's policy-making Central Committee after nearly a quarter of its members were retired--many of them holdovers from pre-Gorbachev days.

Gorbachev said citizens ventured their anger March 26, when at least three dozen senior Communist Party candidates were defeated in parliamentary elections, the country's first contested vote in seven decades.

"People respond badly to shortages and to queues that take time and, to put it frankly, humiliate people," he said. The official Tass news agency reported on Tuesday's speech to the closed-door session a day later.

Perestroika, the program Gorbachev launched four years ago to overhaul the Soviet economy and society, remains the proper course, he said, but reforms are not being properly executed, particularly by local leaders.

"I think, comrades, and this is the opinion of the entire Politburo; that we can no longer put up with mismanagement that literally compromises perestroika and does a tremendous damage, economic and moral, to the whole of society," Gorbachev said.

Man killed in gunfire with SWAT team

Associated Press

ANDERSON, Ind.- A Frankfort man was shot and killed Thursday in an exchange of gunfire with the Madison County sheriff's SWAT team, authorities said.

David "Steve" Bennett, 45, was shot once in the head in a field about 2 miles west of Anderson at about 7:30 a.m.

Police said a convenience store clerk reported a man carrying a gun entered the store at Ind. 32 and Madison County Road 600 West shortly after it opened at 5:30 a.m. and began threatening the people inside.

The man left the store in a light-colored car, and crashed or four times and the suspect was barricaded inside, said Maj. Scott Mellinger with the sheriff's department.

Police rounded the barn, believing the suspect was inside, according to Mellinger.

"I wasn't close enough to hear his exact words, but he was yelling. He was irate," Mellinger said.

Members of the special weapons and tactics unit surrounded the barn, believing the suspect was barricaded inside, said Maj. Scott Mellinger with the sheriff's department.

Then an Edgewood police officer spotted the car in a field about an eighth of a mile beyond the barn. Some of the 18 police officers at the scene approached the car.

The suspect took cover behind the car and fired twice at the officers, Mellinger said.

Mellinger said police tried to talk to the man.

"I wasn't close enough to hear his exact words, but he was yelling. He was irate," Mellinger said.

Mellinger said the SWAT team members were authorized to fire. Police fired three or four times and the suspect fired once.

Bennett was pronounced dead at the scene. Mellinger said gunshots were found in Bennett's possession.

More soccer riots

AP Photo

Dutch riot police hold down a West German soccer fan and arrest him after he was part of a riot prior to a World Cup qualification soccer game between Holland and West Germany.
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Reward offered in UK for capture of baby-food spikers

Associated Press

LONDON: Two of Britain's leading food manufacturers offered a $170,000 reward Wednesday for information leading to blackmatters who have put glass shards, pieces of razor blades, thumbtacks and caustic soda in baby food.

H.J. Heinz Co. Ltd. and Cow and Gate Ltd. offered the joint reward for information leading to the arrest and conviction of the culprits. The companies said they received blackmail demands but would not elaborate.

Since April 7, 28 incidents of tampering involving baby food have been reported, including 11 in one week, the government said. At least three people have suffered minor injuries.

Scotland Yard said it was co-ordinating a nationwide police inquiry.

"It is difficult to imagine the twisted minds that could mount such a vicious attack on defenseless babies," Home Office Minister John Patten told the House of Commons. He said the government pledged to resist "all attempts at consumer terrorism."

The victims so far are a 9-month-old baby girl in Oxford, who cut her mouth on a piece of razor blade, and two mothers cut by glass hidden in jars of infant food. None required hospital treatment.

London's Daily Mail reported Wednesday that blackmailers apparently were trying to extort money from supermarkets and food companies. It said several major supermarket chains had received threats.

General: Army recruits not coach potatoes

Indianapolis manufacturer may be hiring temporary production employees for the summer session. Hourly wage will be $8.50. Positions will require shift work and overtime.

To apply, please call 1-800-438-0041
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forms for each college would changes in the TCE’s to absorb creativity is limited by the lar subject-oriented, profes...r." asked Rai. Moreover, a...\text{rating good but less enter...make suggestions for change. ...by on the evaluation forms. This raises another area of concern for instructors: whe...s. Especially in engine...tions. Students unprepared to find the written evaluations so impor...f. Peters considered the of Afro-American literature marks on the whole. Professor...rated TCE’s in determining how future courses will be taught. One year when Peters received a TCE requesting more student participation, Peters instituted class reports to guarantee every student a chance to speak in class. “That one student was responsible for changing the entire methodology of the course,” he said. All professors surveyed felt that though TCE’s have some weaknesses, they are still an important guarantee of instructor accountability and source of student input. Said Rai, “The TCE is not always the most meaningful exercise, but after all is said and done, it is educational.”
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Suprisingly, Bush focuses on controlling guns and drugs

Associated Press

WASHINGTON: To no one’s surprise, President Bush moved quickly to fulfill his campaign promise of strong efforts against the illegal drug trade. But to almost everyone’s surprise, he also suspended im...drugs and guns have highlighted the domestic policies of the first 100 days of the Bush administration, including an emergency plan to combat drug-related murders in the District of Columbia.

A leftover problem and a sudden crisis put the spotlight on other domestic areas in the 100 days that ends Saturday, as the Republican leader moved carefully in many other policy matters.

Bush sent a major proposal to Capitol Hill to deal with the savings and loan crisis left from the Reagan years. Congress is grinding away on the bailout bill, estimated to cost $135 billion over 10 years. And then the Exxon Valdez ran aground, pouring oil from the giant tanker into the Inside Passage and polluting the Alaska shoreline. The administration came in for criticism for not moving fast enough to try to halt the environmental damage. Bush eventually dispatched Transportation Secretary Samuel Skinner and other top U.S. officials to deal with the cleanup.

But the president made clear from Inauguration Day that dealing with the drug problem was at the top of his agenda. “This scourge will stop,” Bush declared, adding that it was “the most obvious” area “in which we as a society must rise up united and express our intolerance.”

The president named William Bennett the nation’s drug czar, and charged him with the task of coordinating the fight. But almost immediately Bush’s fight against drugs raised another tough issue, gun control.

With drug dealers killing each other at a record pace in the nation’s capital with semi-automatic assault-style rifles, the link to the drug trade was clear. But then a man walked into a school yard in Stockton, Calif., and opened fire with such a weapon. Five children were killed that January day.

Bush, a lifelong member of the National Rifle Association, vowed for the first six weeks in office that he opposed any ban on the rapid-fire assault-style rifles.

He maintained that stance even though his wife, Barbara, told The Associated Press just two weeks after her husband’s inauguration that she fears guns and thinks assault weapons should be banned.

Faced with a growing public outcry against the weapons, Bush relented a bit.
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Suprisingly, Bush focuses on controlling guns and drugs

Associated Press

WASHINGTON: To no one’s surprise, President Bush moved quickly to fulfill his campaign promise of strong efforts against the illegal drug trade. But to almost everyone’s surprise, he also suspended imports of assault rifles and talked of possible federal controls.

Drugs and guns have highlighted the domestic policies of the first 100 days of the Bush administration, including an emergency plan to combat drug-related murders in the District of Columbia.
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Tyson caught doing 71 mph in a 30 mph zone

Associated Press

ALBANY, N.Y. - Heavyweight boxing champion Mike Tyson received a speeding ticket accusing him of driving 71 mph in a 30 mph zone, police said.

Officers pursued Tyson late Wednesday night as the boxer, in his 1989 Lamborghini, raced against a friend on a four-lane avenue. After a brief chase, police caught up with Tyson and the other driver, 22-year-old Mark Johnson of Albany, when they pulled into a parking lot.

"We asked them for their license and registration," said arresting Officer George Maloney. "They didn't have much to say. He (Tyson) said he just arrived in town."

Tyson, 22, and Maloney were both charged with speeding and were scheduled to appear in Albany City Court on May 9.

Quayle praises Australia's military

Associated Press

MELBOURNE, Australia - Vice President Dan Quayle celebrated strong U.S.-Australian relations Thursday and in particular praised Australia for its military defense efforts.

Quayle, on his second day in Australia, flew here from Canberra, where he told a press conference the United States would like to see its friends in the Pacific pick up more of the tab for defense at a time when Washington is restraining its military budget. But he praised Australia for its efforts to enhance security.

"Australia has been a very, very good partner in the alliance and has taken national security to its heart," Quayle said.

In Melbourne, he attended a black-tie dinner marking Australian-American Friendship Week, an annual event to honor the allies' joint effort in the Battle of the Coral Sea in 1942.

Noting that he was born in 1947, Quayle said, "I'm the first vice president to be born here after World War II." But in the tradition of the Coral Sea battle, in which the allies repulsed the Japanese, Quayle said, the two countries "must continue a relationship that is dedicated to keeping peace in this region."

He did mention one dispute between the two countries, over U.S. subsidies to wheat growers in an export enhancement program that the Australians contend hurts their wheat sales in foreign markets.

Quayle said he discussed the issue with Prime Minister Bob Hawke on Wednesday.

"Believe me, I've heard about our trade policy and export enhancement program ... in no uncertain terms not only from the prime minister but others," Quayle said.

"It is still my belief that U.S. trade policy is not hurting Australia," he said.

He said the United States has made "every effort" to see that Australian markets are not hurt when third countries are involved in grain trade.

Quayle said the subsidies are not designed to hurt Australia. Instead, his aides have said they are aimed at countering subsidies that the Europeans place on their grain.

Despite its own subsidy program, Quayle said the United States is dedicated to free trade.

"Our objective is to have free trade. ... Our objective is to knock down barriers."

Before leaving Canberra, Quayle visited the Tidbinbilla Space Tracking Center, a joint operation between the Australians and NASA, the American space agency.

Quayle, who is chairman of the National Space Council, made a brief telephone call to astronaut Charles Bolden in Cape Canaveral, Fla., to discuss preparations for the space shuttle launch, scheduled for Friday.

"We hope and pray everything goes well," Quayle told Bolden.

The shuttle will carry in its payload a satellite to study Venus. The staff at the Australian facility will track that satellite.
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Notre Dame needs co-ed housing

A recent survey of students conducted by The Observer showed that over seven out of ten students would like to see some form of coeducational housing at Notre Dame. Notre Dame went co-ed in 1972, but problems still exist between the sexes. Now is the time for The University to try out coeducational housing. One aspect of campus life which inhibits a healthy relationship between the two sexes is the fact of single-sex dorms.

The segregation of sexes into all-male and all-female dorms creates an unnatural division between them. Coeducational housing would not cure the problem of relations between the sexes; it would, however, be a step in the right direction.

Notre Dame currently has coeducational housing in its foreign studies programs. It has worked overseas, and it would work here.

A four-year trial period for coeducational housing, with two dorms on north quad and two dorms on south quad to transfer to become co-ed, would be the best way to start. Such housing should be single-sex by floor or section (depending upon the layout of the dorm).

Students would be allowed to place their names in a lottery, by class, for the available spaces in the coeducational dorms. No student would be forced to live in a coeducational dorm if he or she did not wish to.

One necessary consequence of the establishment of coeducational dorms would be the reassessment of parietals.

The University made the first step in trying to improve relations between males and females on campus in 1972, with the move to allow female students to enroll. Now is the time to make the next big move: create a system of coeducational housing.
Abortion: Cruel killing of the innocent

By Patrick D. Murphy

Pro-Life advocates have one primary argument against abortion that abortion advocates do not, and cannot, address squarely.

Premise 1: Abortion is the killing of an innocent, living human being. Premise 2: Abortion kills innocent, living human beings. Conclusion: Abortion is wrong.

The raw fact is that abortion kills the innocent, living human being. Abortion kills. Before an abortion a living fetus exists; after an abortion a fetus is dead.

The fetus is innocent. He or she (not "it" is passive). The fetus is acted upon by others. The fetus did not intend to be in the mother's womb, nor could he or she do anything to prevent being there. The fetus is a victim.

The fetus is alive. As Dr. Ber­ne­rd V. C. Bot­to­m­ly puts it in his book Aborting America, "There is an independent, self-sur­viving, self-propagating biological entity from which abortion is not about choice; it is about the killing of an innocent, living human being; about the action of others to take human life; about the action of others to violate the rights of the innocent, living human beings.

Abortion advocates simplify the central question of abortion: Is killing a fetus wrong? Is the fetus an innocent, living human being? Is the action of killing him or her about something but abortion? Apro­portion, rape, incest, murder.

Abortion is not about over­population; it is not about being an al­ien in India; it is not about saving a child in Africa or lessening over­crowding in India. Abortion is not about rape or incest; having an abortion is not going to change the fact that the un­wanted child or children, or the parents, or the choice, is the problem, not the abortion.
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South Bend pizza hits the spot

STEVEN D'ANDREA
Dickey wirter

What type of food do most college students spend money on? What type of boxes continually litter the dorm hallways? What type of food goes great with beer? The answer to these questions is obvious: pizza.

If you know anything at all about the Italian-American concocntion, it would be beneficial to provide students with a few alternatives to the old favorites such as Domino’s, Pizza Hut, and Little Cesar’s.

These are not-so-well-known alternatives include Bruno’s, Rocco’s, and Noble Roman’s. Each of these pizza joints is “all about” and enjoy your money on the menu. You can’t beat the prices here. A couple of the top ones are down to about $9, but can be ordered with a lot of other dishes for a nominal charge. Unusually greens are handsomely dressed with Sunny Italy’s own creations. Appetizers include a hearty antipasto, which features a noteworthy selection of meats and cheeses, or squidily grilled, thick slices of garlic bread if you just want to whet your appetite.

Although the selection of entrees at Sunny Italy includes pasta, there are endless possibilities to make a spaghetti dinner. For instance, the spaghetti is served not only with meatballs but with sausage, mushroom, or olive oil and garlic sauce as well. The sausage sauce was generously laden with spicy chunks of meat, and the hint of garlic and onion provided a flavorful but not overpowering complement.

Montecolli is the pasta of choice at Sunny Italy and can be ordered with an equally appealing variety of sauces. The ravioli is plump with fresh fillings and may be ordered in half portions or a full entree on the other half of the plate. Hot bread is provided, crusty on the outside and meltingly soft inside, although we were not offered another basket and the job was welcome to our flock.

In addition to pasta dishes, Sunny Italy serves a few seafood entrees, the most alluring of which is the shrimp scampi. The chef’s masterful touch with spices should ensure that the exceptional lemon flavor often encountered will be tempered to perfection. The seafood dishes range from about $6 to $12, and can be ordered with a mix of side plates of spaghetti. The scallops, served with red peppers and capers, are similarly captivating and are priced at $12.

Although our food was flawlessly prepared and appropriately spiced, the portions could have been a little larger for the price. One superb barbecued ribs, which falls under $2. They are all homemade and feature some of your favorite barbecue flavors, and the sauce is commonly requested at all hours. The sauce is a thick, smoky, sweet-and-spicy one that is sure to be a favorite among those who love barbecue.

Well, that’s our review of Sunny Italy. We hope you enjoy your visit and leave satisfied.

**MOVIES**

"Married to the Mob" Engineering Auditorium, 8, 10:15 p.m.

"Jean de Florette" McCormick Place, 7 p.m. Cover is $6.

"Big" Engineering Auditorium, 8 and 10:15 p.m.

"Boathouse Blues Band, Youth in Asia Calcutta Rain, Life is Elsewhere. Each band will play for an hour starting at 2 p.m. in front of the Rock.

**MUSIC**

Center Street Blues Billy Sticks Nicks & the N’s & Out’s performing at 9:30 p.m. Admission is $4 or free with dinner.

**CHICAGO**

Edie Brickell & the New Bohemians 8 p.m. at the Arie Crown Theater, McCormick Place

Shaking Family & the Eisnhenowers 7 p.m. Cover is $6. Cabaret Metro at 3730 N. Clark.
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I felt excited and scared when I got ready to hit the bars in Chicago last Friday. I felt both a sense of silly camaraderie and of pitiful loneliness. I was out of my environment.

Normally my forays into Chicago take me to dark, passion-filled blues bars. These bars where you know no one’s name and you don’t really want to. For this road trip, however, I gave in to the “Rush Street” mentality and prepared myself for an expensive night of bar-hopping with Chicago’s best.

The evening began at Poet’s, which is located at 5 W. Division St. This bar was probably quite typical for the whole Division St. menagerie. The decor was something between post-modern iridescent funk and cheesy ivy league snobbery.

Neon lights existed side by side with dark wood paneling. Somewhere in the foggy depths of my mind I remembered mirror lined dance floor clashing beautifully with depths of my mind I remembered a mirror lined dance floor clashing beautifully with funk and cheesy ivy league snobbery.

For some silly reason, I left Kronies and returned to Division St. and a bar called She Nannings. By this time it was late and the crowd was thin. This bar had sports decor, complete with several t.v.’s and a basketball cage. I didn’t really remember much else about this place besides the fact that they served wickedly good Long Island iced tea and that my date and I were the only people dancing for over 30 minutes. After a long, round-about walk through the streets of Chicago, I made it back to my hotel. I had survived Division St. I had even had a good time. My pockets were quite a bit emptier than they had been several hours earlier, but my belly and head were much fuller. Was it a fair trade? I guess so.

The decor was something between post-modern iridescent funk and cheesy ivy league snobbery.
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Aging curmudgeons and how they grew

T here is no end to the stories of aging cur- mudgeons, and how they grow. In the Naked City, there are eight million curmudgeons flourishing like the prophets who leave their mes- sage written on the subway wall. I'm an aging cur- mudgeon myself; what more, I'm a clerical cur- mudgeon, and nobody can be more tiresome than that. Buf- ferance, as Shakespeare might say, is the badge of all my tribe. Hath not a cur- mudgeon eyes? Hath not a curmudgeon hands, organs, senses, affections, passions? Fed with the same food, hurt with the same weapons, sub- ject to the same diseases, healed by the same means as any younger Christian is? The grand truth of the mat- ter is, if you blow affec- tionately into his withered ear, the aging curmudgeon in search of human understanding--no matter how tedious he is as a self- opinionated old poop--will fol- low you anywhere. Beneath his carapace, the aging curmudgeon is nothing more than a kind-hearted, narrow- minded boy who has grown a shell. In curmudgeonliness, then, simply a case study in gerritaries? You could call it that, unless, as a Catholic, you want to understand the generation gap which is dis- rupting the Church. I'm tell- ing you of my life and times as an emerging curmudgeon, hoping it will serve you as a landmark in your Catholic education.

"Your old men shall dream dreams," wrote the prophet Joel, "and your young men (and women) shall see vi- sions." I take that to mean that all of us, as Christians, have a hold on the truth. Here in academia, where an exchange of ideas is going on, on the grass roots level, nei- ther the young nor the old should want to claim to be infallible in his or her grasp of the truth. Why, then, when we argue, do we sound in- tolerant, wanting to make those who disagree with us sound like fools? "When I was one-and- twenty, I heard a wise man say, 'Give crows and pounds and guineas but not your heart away.' ... When I was young and twenty, I was in my salad days as a Catholic, green of judgement, in- tolerant of the follies of the world. In those days, I relied heav- ily on the triumphalist texts that the apologists loved: 'Thou art Peter, and upon this rock I will build my Church; and the gates of hell shall not prevail against it. And I will give unto thee the keys of the kingdom of heaven.' At age 11, I'm much more at peace with faith, and those Bible verses now remind me of a young man's ranting and raving, in his determination to be right with God. I'm happily believ- ing the words of our Lord in His discourse at the Last Sup- per: 'Let not your hearts be troubled. ... In my Father's house are many mansions. If a man loves me, he will keep my words; and my Fa- ther will love him, and we shall come unto him, and make our abode with him.... Could words so beautiful be anything but truthful? I ac- cept Jesus as the shepherd of the world. I believe He is from God because His gospel is so powerful.

On your way to becoming an old man mollweeds set- in. If you're lucky, you keep remembering what it was like when you were a young man seeing visions. Visions which refer to things in the future that are not yet, or imaginary things that will never be--are good. But now that I'm older, I judge that dreams are bet- ter, because dreams are images of truth that come to you from the well remembered past. Sometimes old men who live with dreams find them- selves turned to by young visionaries, who imagine they find the figures of an apocalypse in the shapes of clouds on summer afternoons. Then the old sheep are duty- bound to bark at the young sheep as though these seniors were watch dogs guarding the fold; however those oversee- ing the flock shouldn't lead to anything more serious than a lover's quarrel. So, for exam- ple, when you hear me clear- ing my throat waringly when Catholic visionaries start sounding like televan- gielists, prophesying gloom and doom, that threat is not necessarily a symptom of my becoming a curmudgeon. Why should I be considered a cantankerous old f-t when I remind the visionaries that the "wraithful God" is an Old Testament God, and not the God of per- fect love manifested at Beth- lehem and Calvary? Isn't Julian of Norwich classically orthodox when she reminds us uncompromisingly that "Our Lord was never angry, nor ever shall be," or that "He cannot be angry. It would be impossible."

In my life as a cur- mudgeon, do you know who I find tiresome? It's the young men who act old, probably because they have never dreamed a dream, or had vi- sions. If they had, they'd be sensitive in listening to an old timer, saying what it means to believe in Christ. You'd think that in an ideal Mysti- cal Body, the old would listen to the young, and that the young would return the cour- tesy. When that doesn't hap- pen, both groups are losers. The young have the choice of becoming dropouts. The old, hurt because they're ignored, turn into curmudgeons, deep into bitterness and self pity. I ran scared of becoming a dyed-in-the-wool curmudgeon. At my age, I'm in the last phase of the moon as a chaplain-living among stu- dents. "Twilight and evening bell And after that the dark!" I wouldn't want you to think I'm whimping, for I have more grace under pres- sure than that. I'd like to warn you of this, being un- sure of yourself--being unsure of what you should say, or do with your life--isn't the prerogative of only the young. I'm not ashamed to say that all my life long, I've been un- sure of myself, just as I have always needed a night-light to sleep by. That's why I dislike fools who will not listen be- cause they have all the answers I will ever need, so they tell me, even in matters that are highly questionable. The Catholic Church has been full of the know-it-alls since Vatican II. If there were to be so many of them, the prospects for old age would be pleasant for priests, who could then retire with dignity as elders, instead of being pushed out the door as cur- mudgeons. Believe it or not, the vision I have of all of you--as the young and the beautiful with dreams of inheriting the earth--always stay fresh. That is why Darby O'Gill and I have never said we didn't love you.

Father Robert Griffin
Letters to a Lonely God

Would you be interested in knowing how to make the mystery of faith more exciting? You might be surprised to learn that the key is to incorporate the principles of socialization in your faith teachings. Our Catholic faith is not just about reading a book and memorizing the facts. It is about living a life that reflects the values of the Church. By making your faith teachings more interactive and engaging, you can help your students to connect with the material on a deeper level. This will not only make the faith more exciting, but it will also make your faith teachings more effective. So, the next time you are planning your faith teachings, think about incorporating socialization into your lesson plans.
Laundry
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hand-delivered a wake-up call to Adwork's Wednesday.

Adwork's won't let it be that
close again. It will sting the Bees early and win 21-14.

Coach's vs. Minahoonies: This will be the best game in the
quarterfinals. Minahoonies is a team with new life after
that 30-28 victory in the Round of 32, while Coach's is a team
with as many identities as Fletch.

Either Jay Hayes or Ned Bol-

work's by three.

It's just something about
being the top seed and the
defending champs that turns
people against you. Maybe they
deserve it because of the Holly-
wood style pre-game dunking
(Where did Ricky Watters
come from?) or maybe the fans
are just jealous of not being
able to do it. At any rate, it will
show up Sunday.

Adwork's will jump out early
and quiet the crowd with a 5-1
lead, but will not roll to the
title. Malicious Prostitution is
too good to let that happen. Mal-
icious Prostitution will rally to
win, 21-18.

Murphy's Bar vs. Fugitive
Guys Finale: The Observer has
been criticized for its tendency
to center its Bookstore
coverage on teams with foot-
ball players. But Murphy's Bar
would not be anywhere near its
tournament-clinching slam
unless it lived up to expectations.
No "I" in Team surprised a lot of
people with its team-oriented
approach, but it doesn't have
the size or the firepower to stay
with Malicious Prostitution.

Chalk one up for the law stu-
dents, 21-15.
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CINCINNATI— A federal judge on Thursday from a case involving an Ohio bookmaker linked to Anthonyspeculated that prosecutors said he should step down for remarks defending the Cincinnati Reds manager.

U.S. District Judge Carl B. Rubin filed a one-sentence or

with the court, taking

himself to the case of Ruben Peters, who said he took bets from

"The case is hereby

returned to the clerk of this court for the proper

signature," the order read.

Rubin, who was to sentence Peters on three counts

trafficking charges, was replaced by Judge S. Arthur

Spiegel. No sentencing date

impropriety.

Linda D. Kloth, chief admin-

of federal judges in Cin-

cinnati, said Rubin removed

himself from the case because "he just jumped to the ap-

pearance of impropriety."

I can tell you that he was

concerned about all the publicity and, the judge has al-

ways believed the appearance

baseball was engaging in a ven-

da with anyone at all but one

the judge should disqualify

himself from the Peters case.

Three of the five

prosecutors contacted by the Associated Press said Rubin violated the American Bar Association's Code of Conduct because he publicly commented on the 

investigation.

The Observer accepts classifieds every business day from 10 am until 3 pm at the

401 N. Main Office, 45201. At any time you may call 702/944-5235. At any time you may call (702) 944-5235. Please call Clay at 984-5235.

The Common Northern Star

Detroit Hamlet Center

Designated for next day classifieds—11:30 am. All classifieds must be

prepared by the classified desk. Classified telephone number: 702/944-5235.
White Sox win 16-inning marathon with Boston

Associated Press

BOSTON—Ozzie Guillen’s triple scored Steve Lyons with two outs in the 16th inning Thursday night, as the Chicago White Sox beat Boston 3-1 in the Red Sox’ longest game in nearly eight years.

Mark McGwire hit two home runs to power the Oakland Athletics to a 9-4 victory from Mondo.

Athletics 9, Orioles 4

OAKLAND, Calif.—Mark McGwire hit two home runs and Dave Henderson homered and tripled in the go-ahead three-run seventh inning Thursday as Oakland rallied to beat Baltimore 9-4.

The Athletics, who had their seven-game winning streak snapped the night before, came back from an early 5-0 deficit and then broke a 3-3 tie with six runs on eight hits in the seventh.

Cubs 1, Dodgers 0

CHICAGO—Greg Maddux outdueled Orel Hershiser and Gary Varsho drove in the other game-winning run in yet another high-stakes game Thursday night as the Chicago Cubs beat the Los Angeles Dodgers 1-0 to snap a four-game losing streak.

Maddux, 1-3, allowed five hits and struck out six for his fifth career shutout.

Jackson off to another fast start

But going into Wednesday night’s game against the Yankees, there had been no injury or bombshell announcements to halt another great getaway, and with four home runs and eight RBIs on Friday, Jackson ranked among the league leaders with seven homers, 17 RBIs and 18 runs.

He has also had a nine-game hitting streak.

Jackson is on pace to reach the same plateau of 40 home runs and 40 stolen bases that Oakland’s Jose Canseco achieved a year ago.

“I don’t think there’s any question that he hardly looks like the same player,” said Royals second baseman Frank White. “He’s more confident. He’s more relaxed. His progress is remarkable.”

3818 GRAPE RD • INDIAN RIDGE PLAZA • MISHAWAKA

RIVERSIDE NORTH APARTMENTS

EXECUTIVE SUITES

ELEGANT & SPACIOUS

1, 2 and 3 bedroom apartments

Beautifully set on the St. Joseph River

3-6 minutes from Notre Dame Campus

1671 Riverside Dr.

CALL 233-2212
Softball team to take on Marquette, Saint Mary's

By MARY GARINO
Sports Writer

With only ten games remaining on the schedule, the Notre Dame softball team continues to play this weekend with four more games on the road. Saturday's action will take place in Milwaukee with a doubleheader against a club team, Marquette. The Irish (25-13) will then return to South Bend on Sunday for a pair of games against the Belles. The games had been postponed from March 17 due to rain. Notre Dame enjoyed success against the Belles earlier this season, defeating them twice at home. The Marquette games were scheduled to help the softball program at Marquette.

"We've played them for so many years, and they are a member of the Midwestern Collegiate Conference," Notre Dame coach Brian Boulac said. "By scheduling the games we thought we'd give the team some validity, and their athletic department might react favorably." Despite the good intentions, the Irish will be playing to defeat the Warriors on Saturday. This is a key weekend for the team because a sweep of both doubleheaders would guarantee a winning season for the Irish in their first year of varsity competition.

"We want to win all four games," Boulac said. "We go out to win whenever we go out, and hope there is no let up. If we play like we have been, we'll do well.

The Irish added a win to their total on Wednesday with a victory over Southwest Michigan College, 5-0. This was the third time the two teams played, and Notre Dame has dominated all three contests, allowing only one run overall.

You don't need rich parents to get a car for graduation.
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American Red Cross
Be a volunteer.

THE SUMMER'S BEST PICTURE

"MAGNIFICENT"

"RIVETING"

"ENTHRALLING"

"SENSATIONAL"

"IRRESISTIBLE"

"SUPERLATIVE"

"BREATHTAKING"

"SUPERB"

"MASTERPIECE"

"EXQUISITE"

"EXHILARATING"

TONIGHT AT THE SNTIE

7:30, 9:45

In your neighborhood

C e l e b r a t i n g o u r 1 0 t h Y e a r A n n i v e r s a r y

Get a Nissan for no money down.
No payments for 90 days.
Just fill out this card and bring it to any participating Nissan Dealer.

Name:
Signature:
Address:
City: ___ State: ___
School Name:
Dealer signature:

Offer is good from April 15, 1989 through September 30, 1989. Financing subject to credit approval. Pre-owned models have limited availability. Offer may not be combined with any other offer. Offer is valid in all states. Limited to three trade-ins. 20,000 miles ofagreement wth vehicle after graduation. Vehicle insurance coverage included.
Flyers win to force 7th game

Associated Press

PHILADELPHIA - Tim Kerr and Derrick Smith each scored twice as the Philadelphia Flyers beat the Pittsburgh Penguins 6-2 Thursday night and tied their NHL playoff series at three games apiece.

The Flyers and Penguins meet Saturday night at Pittsburgh for the Patrick Division title. The winner advances to the semifinals with a 4-1 victory over Montreal.

The Flyers took a 2-0 first period lead on Kerr’s 13th and 14th goals of the playoffs — nine in this series. Kerr beat goalie Ron Hextall, who misplayed it as he slipped to the ice at the side of the net.

But the Flyers struck back 79 seconds later as Smith scored from the front of the net by Scott Mellanby.

The Flyers went ahead 3-2 in the first period Tuesday night on Propp’s overtime goal by Randy Cunneyworth. Cunneyworth followed his shot off the boards to beat goalie Ron Hextall, who misplayed it as he slipped to the ice at the side of the net.

Less than two minutes later, at 5:24, the Penguins’ Dan Quinn faked a shot and passed to Cunneyworth, who pushed it past Hextall’s stick side to make it 3-2.

Then, the Penguins got a bad break. Ron Sutter was credited with a goal at 6:40 that made it 4-2. Actually, Sutter dumped the puck in front of the net to Brian Propp, and Pittsburgh’s Rod Buskas tipped it in.

Smith’s second goal came at 18:22 on a deflection of a shot from just inside the blue line by Mark Howe.

The Penguins cut it to 2-1 at 8:40 that made it 2-1 on a deflection of a shot to Cunneyworth, who pushed it past Hextall’s stick side to make it 3-2.

Smith’s second goal came at 18:22 on a deflection of a shot from just inside the blue line by Mark Howe.
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By PETE LAFLEUR
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame lacrosse team saw its hopes for an NCAA bid diminish Wednesday as they lost to Michigan State 9-7 in East Lansing, Mich.

The Irish (7-5) were "in the drivers seat" for the reserved NCAA western bid, but that position was snatched away by the Spartans, who moved to 6-5-1 for the season. Still, Notre Dame continues to hope for the right circumstances that could help it capture its first NCAA invitation.

"It's a little disappointing because we didn't play that well," said Irish coach Kevin Corrigan. "We found ourselves for the third time this year tied at 7-7 in the fourth quarter and for the third time we couldn't pull it out.

"We're going to need some help now to get into the NCAA tournament," he continued. "We'll help ourselves by beating Ohio State Saturday and then it's up to the committee.

Notre Dame plays Ohio State at 6:30 p.m. Saturday in Columbus, and the Buckeyes have lost three straight.

Those three Midwestern teams and Air Force were the pre-season contenders for the NCAA bid this year.

Xavier is a hot team right now, hitting .476 (10-for-21) with three home runs, two doubles and nine RBI. Not only does he hit, but he is the team's best pitcher. He is 5-2 with a 2.50 ERA, second in the MCC.

"Trinity's a hot team right now, and there is nobody in the conference hotter than Xavier's Scott Gordon. He is the MCC athlete of the week, hitting .476 (10-for-21) with three home runs, two doubles and nine RBI. Not only does he hit, but he is the team's best pitcher. He is 5-2 with a 2.50 ERA, second in the MCC.

"Xavier's got a hot bat right now, and there is nobody in the MCC hotter than Xavier's Scott Gordon. He is the MCC athlete of the week, hitting .476 (10-for-21) with three home runs, two doubles and nine RBI. Not only does he hit, but he is the team's best pitcher. He is 5-2 with a 2.50 ERA, second in the MCC.

"The fact that we didn't play well against Michigan State and that we have another opponent to concentrate on so soon, I think I'll play a really good game Saturday," Spencer said.

"The desire to win will over­ride anything else not within our control, most notably the bid.

"If the Irish don't capture the bid, Saturday's game will be the last for the few weeks. That month-long streak followed three season-opening losses and since then Notre Dame has lost two in a row.

"The Spartans beat the Irish for the third time this year for a 7-5 goals winning streak the last few seasons. Michigan State dominated on the road.
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Golfers head for Midwestern Invite

By BOB MITCHELL
Sports Writer

Thirty times this year Notre Dame head coach Bob Bayless asked Brian Kalbas if he was physically fit to play and thirty times, No. 3 player responded "Yes."

Kalbas, who suffered a sore shoulder and countless other injuries throughout the entire season, was not physically capable of playing in more than half of those matches, but his willingness to play illustrates what type of person and tennis player he is.

There is no greater compliment in any sport than saying a player makes everyone else on the team better, and there is no doubt in anyone's mind that Kalbas does this. Although Kalbas, self-admittedly, is not the best athlete on the team, better and there he makes everyone else more comfortable, and he makes everyone else more comfortable, and he makes himself better and better. He makes everyone else more comfortable to give less than 100 percent.

During his final year as a collegiate tennis player, Kalbas has been forced to change and adjust to a different role. In his first three seasons at Notre Dame, Kalbas held on to the No. 1 singles spot, but with the arrival of freshman Dave DiLucia (No. 1) and junior transfer Walter DiLucia (No. 2) this year, Kalbas has assumed the No. 3 spot.

"I'm not disappointed falling to No.3," said Kalbas. "I am disappointed with the injury. I want to contribute anyway I can to the team. Each spot counts for the same amount of points, so I am just concerned about winning my spot. Sure it is tough but David deserves it, he is the best player on the team. Dave and Walter are great guys."

In four years for the Irish, Kalbas has amassed a 83-54 (65 percent) singles record and 90-20 (58 percent) doubles record. This year, Kalbas has experienced less success, with a 11-12 singles record match in dual matches and a 13-13 doubles record. Despite the mixed results, his teammates know that Kalbas is in the corner of the team.

"He is the ideal player on the team," said DiLucia. "He is the ultimate competitor. Brian will find a way to win. Nothing else will quench his unstoppable thirst to come out on top."

"If the match comes down to endurance I will not lose," said Kalbas. "I describe my style of play as counteractive. If someone is charging the net I will adjust my game to win."

"He is the ultimate competitor," said DiLucia. "Brian will find a way to win usually with long drawn out rallies. He will adjust his opponent into submission."

Kalbas will close out his career against Kalamazoo and Illinois St. on Saturday on the outdoor Courtney Tennis Center. The final two matches of the 1989 campaign should provide two solid victories for the Irish. Notre Dame will attempt to knock off these schools who suprisingly have giving the Irish trouble. Notre Dame lost to both schools last year.

Kalbas 'everything' to Irish

ND meets Kalamazoo, Illinois State in final weekend

By DAVE McMAHON
Sports Writer

In its final event of the spring season, the Notre Dame men's golf team will trek to Dekalb, Ill., this weekend to participate in the Midwestern Invitational. The 54-hole event starts tomorrow at the Kalamazoo Country Club.

The Irish finished the par-70, 6,326 yard tournament last year with a 938 total to finish 12th out of 15 teams. Illinois won the event with a 891, Ohio State tied second (892) and Indiana rounded out the tourney four shots back. Pat Mohan, by carding a 72-74-76, placed seventh in the field of 75.

Notre Dame has improved steadily as the season has progressed. After beginning the season by placing seventh out of seven teams in the Purdue Invitational, the Irish rebounded with a second-place finish into the Indianapolis Intercollegiates. Since then, Notre Dame has placed eighth out of 22 teams in the prestigious Kepler Intercollegiates and tied for sixth out of 16 teams in last weekend's Spartan Invitation.

The Irish had finished 20th and 22nd respectively in the Kepler Intercollegiates the last two years. This time, they were in third place heading into the final round. The Irish also placed ninth out of 13 teams.

Dubbed "everything" to Irish tennis, Brian Kalbas came out on top. The Irish's No. 3 player played play one would not doubt his teammates admiration. Kalbas plays with one thing in mind-to win. Nothing else will quench his unstoppable thirst to come out on top,

"I 'm not disappointed falling to No.3," said Kalbas. "I am disappointed with the injury. I want to contribute anyway I can to the team. Each spot counts for the same amount of points, so I am just concerned about winning my spot. Sure it is tough but David deserves it, he is the best player on the team. Dave and Walter are great guys."

In four years for the Irish, Kalbas has amassed a 83-54 (65 percent) singles record and 90-20 (58 percent) doubles record. This year, Kalbas has experienced less success, with a 11-12 singles record match in dual matches and a 13-13 doubles record. Despite the mixed results, his teammates know that Kalbas is in the corner of the team.
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"He is the ultimate competitor," said DiLucia. "Brian will find a way to win usually with long drawn out rallies. He will adjust his opponent into submission."

Kalbas will close out his career against Kalamazoo and Illinois St. on Saturday on the outdoor Courtney Tennis Center. The final two matches of the 1989 campaign should provide two solid victories for the Irish. Notre Dame will attempt to knock off these schools who suprisingly have giving the Irish trouble. Notre Dame lost to both schools last year.
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The Irish finished the par-70, 6,326 yard tournament last year with a 938 total to finish 12th out of 15 teams. Illinois won the event with a 891, Ohio State tied second (892) and Indiana rounded out the tourney four shots back. Pat Mohan, by carding a 72-74-76, placed seventh in the field of 75.

Notre Dame has improved steadily as the season has progressed. After beginning the season by placing seventh out of seven teams in the Purdue Invitational, the Irish rebounded with a second-place finish into the Indianapolis Intercollegiates. Since then, Notre Dame has placed eighth out of 22 teams in the prestigious Kepler Intercollegiates and tied for sixth out of 16 teams in last weekend's Spartan Invitation.

The Irish had finished 20th and 22nd respectively in the Kepler Intercollegiates the last two years. This time, they were in third place heading into the final round. The Irish also placed ninth out of 13 teams.
Rising Suns face ailing Nuggets

Associated Press

The Denver Nuggets are limping into the NBA playoffs. The Nuggets, who meet the Phoenix Suns in the first round, have so many injuries that an assistant coach had to fill in at point guard during two workouts this week.

"This is not a great situation right now," said head coach Doug Moe, whose team opens a best-of-5 series at Phoenix Friday night. "We've got a chance to have everybody back by Friday, but we won't be 100 percent."


For Denver, Danny Schayes has a badly sprained ankle, Michael Adams and Darwin Cook have tender hamstrings, and Walter Davis has a sore groin muscle. Moe said Adams should be able to play Friday but "I have no idea about Danny."

While the Nuggets are hurting, the Suns are shining.

Phoenix, which won only 28 games last season, almost doubled that total this year and finished with the fourth best record in the league.

"They've done a great job of putting all the parts together," Moe said. In other games Friday, Chicago is at Cleveland, Boston at Detroit and Houston at Seattle.

Although the Lakers were seeking their third straight NBA title, Moe said the Suns are the team to beat in the Western Conference.

"They're a scoring machine," he said. "They've got some flat-out shooters-Tom Chambers, Eddie Johnson, Kevin Johnson, Armon Gilliam. Kevin Johnson is superman. I think he'll come out of the playoffs with everyone realizing how great he is."

Chicago, which lost all six games to Cleveland in the regular season, will have to beat the Cavaliers three times to advance in the playoffs.

"Everyone has written us off and expects us to get swept in three games because of what happened in the regular season, but maybe we can surprise some people," said Chicago's Michael Jordan.

Mark Price, who runs the Cavaliers' offense, probably won't play Friday because of a groin injury.

"Price is a key player, but they still are a good team with­out him," Jordan said. "We don't anticipate a change. They won't lay down."

The Pistons had the best record in the league (68-19) and won three of four games against Boston, but the Celtics are looking forward to the challenge.

"I don't think there's much pressure on us at all because of the way the press and everybody have built Detroit up," Boston's Kevin Gamble said.

Seattle won eight of its last nine games after Xavier McDaniel became a starter.

As a starter, McDaniel averaged 30.5 points and 5.1 rebounds. In 72 games as a sixth man, he averaged 19.1 points and 5.1 rebounds.

Question: How do you reach over 12,000 people daily?

Answer: Buy Observer ad space. Call 239-6900.
FRIDAY
7:30 and 9:45 p.m. ND Communication and Theatre film, "Jean De Florette," Annenberg Auditorium.
6:30 p.m. Notre Dame Chorale Spring Concert, Washington Hall.
SATURDAY
7 a.m. Medical College Admission Test, Engineering Auditorium.
9:30 a.m. ND Men's Tennis vs. Illinois State, Eck Pavilion.
1 p.m. ND Men's Tennis vs. Kalamazoo, Eck Pavilion.
1 p.m. ND Baseball vs. Xavier University.
1 p.m. ND Women's Tennis vs. Northern Illinois, Courtney Courts.
8 p.m. Saint Mary's Dept. of Music presents Saint John's Men's Chorus and Saint Mary's Women's Choir, Church of Loreto.
SUNDAY
1 p.m. ND Baseball vs. Xavier University.

MENUS

Notre Dame
Brown Derby
Irish Fried Flounder
Pettacini Alfredo
Swiss Steak/Sauce

Saint Mary's
Beef Saurbraten
Baked Breaded Haddock
Cheese Crisp
Deli Bar

COMICS

BLOOM COUNTY

THE FAR SIDE

CROSSWORD

ACROSS
17 "When I ain't Ain't Smiling"
5 Festival
10 F Olds up furniture
16 Colonel's name
17 "Wild" flower of songdom
18 Fencing stance
19 Material in T
20 Sometiue's substitute winner
21 Gk reads
22 Prepare com for eating
23 What pluggers go for
24 It's sometimes last
27 S.F. tourist attraction
28 Mountainaire's possible response
29 Islands off the Irish coast
30 "Be ho under the collar"
31 Copper-alloy coating
32 One of the 40s
33 Province of China
34 Be ho under the collar
35 Copper-alloy coating
36 Takes it Love, 1987
37 One of the 40s
38 "Be ho under the collar"
39 Irish Fried Flounder
40 Handle, in old Rome
41 River of France
42 European capital
43 Sea between It.
44 Down Under metropolis
45 Female driver
46 — — Cologne
47 Like Swiss cheese
48 "I'll roar" author
49 Penn, etc.
50 Teaching dept.
51 Type of reaction
52 Frustrated in a big way
53 Irish Maude
54 Type of reaction
55 Irish tallow
56 Faculty functions
57 "Oh — — I Sing"

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

BAR SNAKES FRY
SHAD MUSSEL EEL
SHELLFISH NEMS

BLOOM COUNTY

BEETLE

THE FAR SIDE

CHARACTER.

KEEP AT IT.

IT BUILDS

DISTANCE.

STOP

NOTH

SHOVEL, SHOVEL, SHOVEL!

MOM, I CAN'T

SLEEP!

TIGERS ARE VERY COMFORTING.
"I ALWAYS FALL RIGHT ASLEEP
WHEN I LISTEN TO HOBBES
BREATHING."

BILL WATTERSON

CALVIN AND HOBBES

CALVIN AND HOBBIES

CALVIN AND HOBBIES

"I'M SURE YOU CAN IF YOU JUST LIE QUIETLY!

WHY CAN'T WE GET A
SNOW BLOWER? WE
MUST BE THE ONLY
FAMILY IN THE WORLD THAT STILL
CARRIERS THE SHOVELS
BY HAND! I'M FREEZING!

BILL WATTERSON

THE FAR SIDE

"Get 'em up there!"

"It's the call of the wild."
Women's Bookstore shrinks to final eight teams

By FRANK PASTOR
Assistant Sports Editor

Basketball tournament, came within an eyelash of elimination Thursday when they defeated Aunt Flo and the Four Plugs 24-22 to advance to the quarterfinals.

Kathy Leyden led Hoosier Lawyers with 11-of-22 shooting from the field and 24-22 to advance to the quarterfinals. Kathy Meyers chipped in eight baskets for them.

I t 's down to the final eight. Call it The Good, The Bad and The Laundry for him in Bookstore Basketball. The commissioners did a great job of seeding the teams, but it was not appropriate," said Passilla, one of the two senior pitchers on the pitching staff. "We thought the song was fitting because he's the clown of the staff, and probably the whole team. He keeps us on our toes.

Mike Coffey, for a short reliever, has had some big outings against some great teams and I think that's been the difference. If you take him for what it takes to pitch inside, you can't be a short man.

Whether it comes in the form of confidence from his coach or in being called "Wild Thing" by his teammates, Coffey revels in his role as a short reliever.

"When I take the mound, I have the attitude you've got to have as a reliever. When I'm in out there, I give credit to no hitter, I'm the boss. I have the ball in my hand and I'm in control of the game. That's the killer attitude you've got to have.

Off the mound, Coffey keeps the atmosphere light by saying funny things during serious times," said Passilla. "When Coach (Murphy) or the players are uptight, Coffey cracks a joke to remind us baseball is just a game."